Assignment 8

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Score 0

1. Which of the following is true regarding activity scheduling?
   - a. Completed activity must be scheduled before start of another activity.
   - b. It shows the dates on which each resource will be required and level of requirement.
   - c. It shows the planned cumulative expenditure incurred by the use of resources over time.
   - d. All of the above
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score 0
   Accepted Answers:
   a. a. Completed activity must be scheduled before start of another activity.

2. Which of the following shows the dates on which each resource will be required for an activity and level of that requirement?
   - a. Activity schedule
   - b. Resource schedule
   - c. Cost schedule
   - d. All of the above
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score 0
   Accepted Answers:
   a. Activity schedule
   b. Resource schedule

3. Which of the following is a FALSE regarding resource scheduling?
   - a. Resource scheduling may lead to releasing the decisions of some activities on the PERT chart.
   - b. Resource scheduling may not affect the critical path.
   - c. Resource scheduling usually shortens the critical path.
   - d. Resource scheduling can cause additional critical paths.
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score 0
   Accepted Answers:
   a. Resource scheduling may lead to releasing the decisions of some activities on the PERT chart.

4. Given the following, which one represents the correct order of priorities in German's priority list? 1. shortest critical activity; 2. critical activities; 3. non-critical activities; 4. non-critical activity with least float; 5. shortest non-critical activity
   - a. 1-2-3-4-5
   - b. 1-2-5-4-3
   - c. 3-2-1-4-5
   - d. 5-4-3-2-1
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score 0
   Accepted Answers:
   a. 1-2-3-4-5

5. Which of the following is the best way of publishing and communicating project schedules?
   - a. activity plan
   - b. activity charts
   - c. resource histograms
   - d. work schedule
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score 0
   Accepted Answers:
   a. activity plan
   b. activity charts
   c. resource histograms
   d. work schedule

6. Which of the following is the proper scheduling sequence?
   - a. activity plan, resource allocation, cost estimation, cost schedule
   - b. activity plan, risk assessment, cost schedule, resource allocation
   - c. activity plan, risk assessment, resource allocation, cost schedule
   - d. activity plan, cost schedule, risk assessment, resource allocation
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score 0
   Accepted Answers:
   a. activity plan, resource allocation, cost estimation, cost schedule
   b. activity plan, risk assessment, cost schedule, resource allocation
   c. activity plan, risk assessment, resource allocation, cost schedule
   d. activity plan, cost schedule, risk assessment, resource allocation

7. Which of the following is an example of one formal regular reporting method?
   - a. weekly progress meetings
   - b. end-of-stage review meetings
   - c. progress reports
   - d. executive reports
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score 0
   Accepted Answers:
   a. weekly progress meetings
   b. end-of-stage review meetings
   c. progress reports
   d. executive reports

8. Which of the following check points is a time driven check point?
   - a. Production of SRS document
   - b. Production of coding module
   - c. Production of test cases
   - d. Checking the progress monthly
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score 0
   Accepted Answers:
   a. Production of SRS document
   b. Production of coding module
   c. Production of test cases
   d. Checking the progress monthly

9. In Real/Actual/Drawn reporting, Amber represents which one of the following?
   - a. The tasks are "on target but reasonable"
   - b. The tasks are "not on target but reasonable"
   - c. The tasks are "not on target and unreasonable with difficulty"
   - d. The tasks are "not on target and unreasonable"
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score 0
   Accepted Answers:
   a. The tasks are "on target but reasonable"
   b. The tasks are "not on target but reasonable"
   c. The tasks are "not on target and unreasonable with difficulty"
   d. The tasks are "not on target and unreasonable"

10. Which of the following statements concerning reviews is true?
    - a. Usually, reviews are most cost-effective in removing defects as compared to testing.
    - b. Usually, reviews are less cost-effective in removing defects as compared to testing.
    - c. Usually reviews are no more cost-effective than using techniques of testing.
    - d. Reviews are considered as a dynamic analysis technique.
    No, the answer is incorrect.
    Score 0
    Accepted Answers:
    a. Usually, reviews are most cost-effective in removing defects as compared to testing.